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Mathematical Visualization

Assignment 7 - Archimedean solids1

The finite reflection subgroups of O(3) are ∗ (generated by a single reflection), ∗nn (generated by
reflections in n equally spaced meridians), ∗22n (generated by ∗nn and a reflection in the equator)
and ∗23k for k = 3, 4, 5 (the reflection groups of the platonic solids). Here the names ∗n1 · · ·n`
correspond to a spherical polygon with angles π

n1
, . . . , π

nm
, which is a fundamental region of the

orbifold of the group.
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In this assignment we use the reflection groups generated by spherical triangles (shown in the
picture above) to generate convex polyhedra. For particular choices of the generating point we
obtain semi-regular polyhedra, meaning those with regular faces meeting in identical vertices - the
so called Archimedean solids.

How to construct a spherical triangle from given angles? One way to do this
is to use duality: If (γ1, γ2, γ3) is a spherical triangle, then the polar triangle γ̃ is given by the
normals corresponding to the edges of γ,

γ̃1 =
γ2 × γ3
|γ2 × γ3|

, γ̃2 =
γ3 × γ1
|γ3 × γ1|

, γ̃3 =
γ1 × γ2
|γ1 × γ2|

.

If the interior angles of γ were α1, α2, α3, then γ̃ has edge lengths π− α1, π− α2, π− α3. Moreover,
the dual triangle of γ̃ is γ. Thus we can proceed with the construction of a spherical triangle from
given edge lengths.

Let `1, `2, `3 ∈ (0, π]. We want to construct a spherical triangle γ with edge lengths `1, `2, `3. We
can assume that γ1 = (1, 0, 0) and that γ2 lies in the xy-plane. Thus γ2 = (cos `3, sin `3, 0). Now we
have to construct γ3 = (p1, p2, p3). We want that

〈γ1, γ3〉 = cos `2, 〈γ2, γ3〉 = cos `1, 〈γ3, γ3〉 = 1.

Furthermore, we can assume that p3 > 0. Thus we get

p1 = cos `2 p2 =
cos `1 − cos `2 cos `3

sin `3
, p3 =

√
1− p21 − p22.

Generating the triangulation of the sphere. Let G be one of the groups ∗2nn or
∗23k (k = 3, 4, 5) and let γ denote the corresponding spherical triangle. Then applying G to γ yields
a triangulation of the sphere invariant with respect to G. This can be achieved by successively
applying edge reflections starting from γ till the whole sphere is covered:

Algorithm
Input: fundamental triangle γ = (γ1, γ2, γ3) of finite reflection group G
Output: triangulation T of S2 invariant with respect G
S ← {γ}; . stack of triangles to process
T ← S; . triangulation
while S 6= ∅ do

t = (p1, p2, p3)← pop(S);
for i = 1, 2, 3 do

q ← reflection of pi in span{p(i+1)%3, p(i+2)%3};
t′ ← (p(i+2)%3, p(i+1)%3, q); . the orientation matters here
if t′ 6∈ T then

push t′ to S;
add t′ to T ;

end if
end for

end while

In Houdini we can use arrays as stacks or sets - point positions can be stored in vector array,
triangles can be stored by three integers (each index corresponding to a point position). To determine
whether the stack/set contains some element one can use the VEX function find. Though one
probably should allow some tolerance when searching for point positions. The method to determine
whether a triangle is contained in T has to be implemented. After one has all points and triangles
one can add can add them to the geometry of the node.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Archimedean_solid
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Spherical_trigonometry#Polar_triangles


Note: To visualize the spherical triangulation one can use subdivision - we replace each triangle
by a polygon (whose points lie on the sphere and which has sufficiently many edges) and use the
subdivision node in combination with a point wrangle node to normalize the point positions.

Construction of invariant solids. So far we have produced a triangulation T of S2 whose
edge reflections build a finite reflection group G. Given a point p ∈ S2 inside one of the triangles of
T we obtain one point in each triangle by applying G. If we build the convex hull of these points
we obtain a convex solid which is invariant with respect to the group G. Houdini’s convex hull
node computes a triangulation of the the convex hull of a point cloud. Though to get the right
combinatorics we proceed differently: Let S denote the surface of this solid.

Let v be a vertex of T and let e1, . . . , em denote the cyclically ordered edges incident to v. To each
edge ei corresponds a reflection ρi ∈ G ⊂ O(3) which leaves the vertex v ∈ S2 invariant. Thus,
given a point p in the triangle left to e1, then we obtain a planar polygon with vertices

ρ1(p), ρ2 ◦ ρ1(p), . . . , ρm ◦ · · · ◦ ρ1(p)

and normal v. Thus we find that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the combinatorics of
T and the surface S: to each for each vertex of T there corresponds a face of S, to each edge of T
there corresponds an edge of S and to each face of T there corresponds a vertex of S - one says
that S is (combinatorially) dual to T . Below a picture of two surfaces dual to each other.

Houdini’s divide node has an option (check box) to compute the dual of a surface. Wiring the
divide node with the node that contains the spherical triangulation T , we obtain a surface with the
right combinatorics. The divide node automatically computes point positions for the vertices of
the dual surface - they are set to the center of mass of the corresponding face. We still need to
adjust them. To do this we need the reflections which depend on the point positions of the original
triangulation T . Therefore we write P in the Attributes to swap text field of the divide node. The
old point position then appear as primitive attributes on the dual surface.

Now, given a point p ∈ S2 we can compute the surface corresponding of the corresponding solid. We
do this in two steps: First we use a vertex wrangle to compute the normal of the reflection plane. To
excess the left and right face of a given oriented edge we can use Houdini’s half edge data structure.

http://www.sidefx.com/docs/houdini/vex/halfedges


int he = vertexhedge(0,@vtxnum);
int left = hedge_prim(0,he);
int right = hedge_prim(0,hedge_nextequiv(0,he));

vector p = attrib(0,"prim","P",left);
vector q = attrib(0,"prim","P",right);
v@n = normalize(cross(p,q));

Then, given p, we can modify the point positions: This is basically a breadth first search starting
with the triangle which contains the point p. Since the point positions of the dual surface are set to
the center of mass of the corresponding face, we start with the point of the dual surface closest to p.

vector p = attrib(1,"point","P",0);
int nearestpoint = nearpoint(0,p);
setpointattrib(0,"P",nearestpoint,p,"set");

int visited[];
vector pos[];
push(visited,nearestpoint);
push(pos,p);
int queue[];
push(queue,nearestpoint);

while(len(queue)>0){
int currsrc = pop(queue);
p = pop(pos);
int he0 = pointhedge(0,currsrc);
int he= he0;
do{

int currdst = hedge_dstpoint(0,he);
vector n = attrib(0,"vertex","n",he);
vector q = p-2*dot(p,n)*n;
setpointattrib(0,"P",currdst,q,"set");
he = pointhedgenext(0,he);
if(find(visited,currdst)==-len(visited)-1){

push(queue,currdst);
push(visited,currdst);
push(pos,q);

}
}while(he!=-1 && he!=he0);

}

Exercise 6: Wire up a network that generates for a given group ∗n1n2n3 the corresponding
triangulation of the 2-sphere. Furthermore, add an editable point on the sphere and draw the
corresponding solid as described above.


